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Abstract
The ‘tiger’ economies of Southeast Asia and the transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe have encountered both rapid growth and considerable
upheaval in the last two decades. This study examines the extent to which the
two regions have converged to industrialized-country levels of per capita in         !
for the 1992-2007 period. The sustainability of convergence going into the
future is estimated using a variant of the balance of payments constrained    " # $!%  & 
regions exhibit fairly rapid convergence, which is likely to continue in the
future due to favorable export demand elasticities, technological diffusion and
total factor productivity.

      '  &   ())*+/    
Political Science. This paper was originally written as a senior thesis under the guidance of Professor
Michael Lewin, whom the author would like to thank for his continued assistance and insight.
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I. Introduction
Since the early 1990s, development has been occurring apace within the
emerging economies of Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and Southeast and
East Asia (SEA). Many of the CEE transition economies have joined the European Union (EU) in recent years, and are thus receiving continued access to
    :'      '  ' '    al, and technological assistance designed to raise standards of living to those
of Western Europe. Southeast Asia has enjoyed similar success in achieving
high rates of growth and development, but its overall performance record has
been less uniform given the differences in economic structures and institutions present in the region and the lack of a supranational body to harmonize
development goals as in Europe. This study attempts to examine the extent to
which the two regions are converging towards wealthier countries in terms of
per capita income. An eight country sample of Central and Eastern European
countries (CEE-8)2 "     " '< +  
and Western European industrialized economies (IND-5)3. Similarly, a sevencountry sample of East and Southeast Asian countries (SEA-7)4 is compared
to the IND-5.
I estimate convergence in terms of real per capita income growth for
the period 1992-2007 by applying the classical convergence techniques of
>    ?   %+'   @   vergence exists, I estimate the sustainability of these results by applying a postKeynesian framework of balance-of-payments constrained growth (BPC).
This approach links productivity growth and export performance in gauging
     '         logical advancements (often gained through capital imports), without violating
the equilibrium position of the balance of payments. By doing so, I hope to
explain how differences in convergence rates may change in the medium and
long term and provide insights as to how industrial and trade policy can be
adjusted to better position the economy towards a path of manageable growth.
This study thus contributes to the existing literature on by directly comparing
two of the world’s major emerging economy regions in terms of sustainable
income convergence, international competitiveness, and technological diffusion (and by extension, longer-term growth prospects).
The economies of Central and Eastern Europe fared relatively poorly in
the early 1990s. The structural adjustment programs designed to integrate their
2 The CEE-8 consists of Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, FYR Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Slovak
Republic and Slovenia.
G #J<OQ  ' V  X  Z [  Z %
4 The SEA-7 consists of Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and
Viet Nam.
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centrally planned economies into the global market economy imposed heavy
     "  ]  ^  '
rapid price liberalization) and unemployment (which occurred through poorly
structured privatization initiatives and the shift of resources away from the per '      !%J     ' ' 
the SEA economies in the 1970s and 1980s was the shift away from low valueadded agricultural output towards higher-productivity industrial activity. This
may raise the question of whether there is a bias towards convergence in SEA
and divergence in CEE given the relatively short time frame considered here.
I do not believe that this possibility is well-founded, seeing as there seems to
be a consensus that reforms, however hastily implemented, were successful in
restoring growth in CEE, if considerably less successful in the countries comprising the former Soviet Union (FSU) (Sachs, 1995, Fischer & Sahey, 2000,
Falcetti, et. al. 2005). There is also evidence to suggest that initial conditions,
such as pre-reform growth rates and degrees of dependence on Soviet-centric
economic institutions such as the CMEA (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance), had an important effect on reform-era growth (Heybey & Murrell,
1997). As the CEE-8 were more economically autonomous than the countries
of the FSU, it is understandable that their institutions and economic structures
would converge with those of the West more rapidly. The process was helped
along by the EU’s initiatives to fast-track accession for countries that had complied with the acquis communautaire or legislative structure of EU. Aside from
FYR Macedonia, all the countries in the CEE-8 joined the EU in 2004 or 2007.
Southeast Asia is home to the third wave of Asian ‘tiger economies’:
Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia. The SEA-7 sample used in this study also
includes two of the original ‘tiger’ economies that followed Japan towards rapid export-oriented industrialization (EOI) in the 1970s and 1980s: Singapore
and the Republic of Korea. While the region has seen dramatic increases in
living standards over the past two decades, its economies nonetheless suffered
considerable setbacks during the Asian Financial Crisis (AFC) of 1997-98.
The event provided a sobering reminder of the double-edged nature of trade
    & } % ~    '   "    
export performance was built on the competitiveness engendered through participation in international markets, its domestic institutions were inadequately
" "      "]      
    &     "   ' " "  '  " !%/    " nancial markets like Korea fell victim to speculative attacks on its currency as
      &  '  & 
the glut of cheap credit and the avalanche of non-performing loans (NPLs) that
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accompanied them.
# ]  '" '     @'  rect investment (FDI)) resulted in the depletion of foreign exchange reserves,
which put pressure on sustainability of the currency pegs presents in many of
the region’s economies. As bearish markets continued to bet against the region’s currencies, a number of economies were forced to devalue, which raised
the foreign currency-denominated external debt burden and raised the cost of
foreign capital to the point where the International Monetary Fund (IMF) had
 "  &  &" %X "   'dustrial development in the region can be attributed to the agglomeration and
technology transfer effects of a liberal FDI regime (Lall, 2003), it is appropri  }  'VOJ]    %~& '
this study focuses on the neoclassical and supply-side determinants of growth,
such as physical and human capital accumulation and technological growth,
the importance of export-driven capital investment and competitiveness requires a Keynesian explanation of growth as well. The region’s struggle with
  & '    ' "     
interpreting convergence metrics. Thus, an assessment of the relative success
or failure of convergence is incomplete without a BPC approach to gauging its
sustainability.
The paper is arranged as follows. The second section examines the leading theoretical literature on and empirical applications of convergence theory
and BPC growth. The third section outlines the estimation methodology used
in the study, and notes potential caveats in the explanatory power of some
'   &  %# '     '     &    
"               " '  @
growth literature. The sixth section discusses the results within the context of
structural changes within the economies of the two regions. The seventh sec  }     "" %

II. Literature Review
Classical Convergence Theories
#     ^        !%#   '  ">   
   ?       ?   %>   
occurs when there is an observed decrease in the standard deviation of real per
capita incomes over a cross-section of countries over a period of time. Uncon  & ?     '"      &
 '    %#&> ?   
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is that the latter must exist if the former is also to exist. The dispersion of
real per capita income cannot be reduced if poor countries are not growing
'      " %?        >      @" "   "  
grow faster than wealthy ones over a certain time period t+T, to the point
where the income differential is in favor of poor countries and the dispersion
 %#   ' ' 
?     &"    >   ' "
 %+& ?     &'    ' >   %
The estimations provided in Sala-i-Martin (1996) suggested that absolute
?    &^ >       " '
world’s economies over the 1960-1990 period, which is to say that wealthier
  ' "   %J  ""    
doubt on the validity of neoclassical models of growth, such as those presented
in Solow (1956) and Swan (1956). An example of such a model is shown below in the form of a Cobb-Douglas production function:
(1)
where Yi,t is the output of economy i at time t, K is the stock of capital, L is
the stock of labor and Ai is the level of technology. These models predict that
the stock of capital in an economy will become static (a situation known as
the steady state) when capital investments are just enough to offset deprecia @"%X"  '       "
, the model seemingly predicts convergence as it assumes that the rate
of return on capital inputs will be higher for poor countries with low initial
capital stocks, and lower for richer capital-intensive economies. The model
essentially implies that all economies will converge to the same steady state.
This outcome rests on the assumed exogeneity of factors such as population
growth, the rate of saving and technological change.
#    '        ' "    
(particularly those performed in the 1980s) was argued to give credence to
alternative models of endogenous growth. Romer (1986) presented one such
theory that emphasized non-diminishing returns to scale  ] 
of actual production functions and denoted human capital and technological
growth as endogenous factor inputs. The theory does not attempt to discredit
the idea of convergence towards an identical steady state, which is what un  ?    %+  %(! 
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however imply that this particular form of convergence is only likely to apply to countries with similar endowments of the exogenous factors mentioned
earlier.
#   " '   ?     ture. Mankiw et al. (1992) and Engelbrecht and Kelsen (1999) suggest that
?                 
since the ultimate conclusion of the latter is that the growth rate of an economy
is inversely related to its distance from the steady state. This is the case regardless of the initial levels of capital stocks across economies. If we compare a
poor country that has reached its steady state against a rich one that has yet
to do so (assuming that economies approach different steady states), the neoclassical model predicts that growth will be higher in the rich country relative
to the poor one, even if the absolute capital stock of the latter is lower. Em"          '    ''  
as population growth, economic structure, etc. are controlled for. Conditional
?   "   &    "  ''  
the use of additional structural and institutional control variables.
The available literature on convergence is varied enough to prevent a
 &"   ""     %X tively small sample of economies tested here (13 countries for CEE incl. IND5, and 12 for SEA incl. IND-5), I use a panel data approach to estimate conver %    " %())!
or information entropy measures such as the Theil index to gauge intra-region
inequalities (Faina and Rodriguez, 2008).
Balance of Payments Constrained Growth
The BPC approach to forecasting growth was originally developed in
Thirlwall (1979) as a dynamic extension of the Harrod trade multiplier (1933)
and provides a demand-side explanation of growth differences between economies: the relative strength of their balance of payments (BOP) positions.
While the neoclassical approach explains growth differences as the result of
differences in factor supplies and productivity, they do not explain why the
differences occur (recall that the Cobb-Douglas production function described
earlier attributes output growth to the growth of capital, labor and total factor productivity (TFP), which is estimated as the residual A). Thirlwall posited that these differences could be explained by demand constraints within
an economy. In the case of an open economy, the BOP position sets an upper
limit to the level of demand to which supply can adapt. By assuming that the
real exchange rate (RER) and trade balance were constant in the long run, he
observed a very close correlation between the income growth rate and the ratio
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of the growth rate of exports to the income elasticity of demand (IED) of imports. We consider world income growth in the case of export IED, and home
income growth in the case of import IED. Although this presents a Keynesian
take on neoclassical theory, Thirlwall noted that the BPC approach was not
antithetical to supply-side approaches, as its focus on import and export elasticity indirectly took into account non-price characteristics of output such as
quality, and by extension, drew distinctions between the production structures
of different economies. He argued that the key to raising growth in a fashion
consistent with BOP equilibrium (and thus sustainable over the long term) was
structural change that would raise export IED and reduce import IED.
Classical theories of comparative advantage tend to ignore BOP constraints and unemployment of resources by basing the theory on the premise of
constant returns to scale, instantaneous wage adjustment and zero transporta  %X  "     ' "   
patterns that encounter diminishing returns to scale (agriculture, for example),
the full employment of resources cannot be guaranteed in this category of
production. Nor can rapid wage adjustment be taken as a given, as Keynesian
 & &     "   ']@& %
Such products also feature low PED and IED relative to the manufactured
products poor countries import from wealthier ones. The same principles can
apply to trade between manufacturing-intensive economies, as is the case in
SEA-7 and CEE-8. Consider a two-country model in which one country exports only high value-added semiconductors and the other only exports relatively low value-added radios. The table below shows how the BOP constraint
on growth occurs due to the differential in the IED of the two product catego%#J/O '   )%$Q EE = 0.75), while the IED of semiconductors is
%Q DC = 1.5). Assume that the two economies only export to and import from
each other. Assuming that both economies grow at 5 per cent, the table below
shows the growth rate of exports and imports in each economy. The resultant
    " "        
the BOP equilibrium can only be restored by cutting growth.
Table 1 - How IED differentials cause unsustainable trade balances
Emerging Economy
@Q@ EEQ@)%$QG%$Q
Q@EEQ@%Q$%Q

Developed Country
@Q@ DC = 5 x 1.5 = 7.5
Q@DC = 5 x 0.75 = 3.75

The original theory was later extended to include open economies with
 }   " ]   #     (!%     -
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     "]  '  * ing identity, in which debit and credit items must balance each other. This
 "      *  !   "] 
 ""       '  &   '
         & &" @ ' &
rate of accumulation of foreign debt. These theoretical extensions strengthened the original link between the BPC and growth rates as they emphasized
the vicious cycle that can be triggered if countries running persistent trade
      ^     &        "  
growth rate) are forced to undertake contractionary policies to restore the
trade balance. The subsequent retardation of growth, investment, and technological progress reduces productivity and makes the economy’s goods less
competitive in international markets, which further exacerbates the BOP position. Thirlwall (1979) argues that the proponents of EOI have recognized this
constraint and advocate export growth for its ability to raise output without
adversely affecting the BOP position.
While this study uses a markedly different variant of the BPC approach to
assist the analysis of convergence, it may nonetheless be instructive to elaborate on the roots of its theoretical foundations. The original model of BPC
growth derives demand functions for home-country import and export demand
and a BOP equilibrium condition, as presented below:
(2)
where X is export quantity, P is home-country price level, P* is foreign-country price level, E is the nominal exchange rate for the foreign currency in terms
of the home currency, Z  " '  '  "  
   '  /O!' @"   J/O '@" %
(3)
where M is export quantity, Y    "/O '" 
 J/O '" %
(4)
This is the BOP equilibrium condition. F "   ]  ' ' 
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capital. By log-linearizing the above three equations and differentiating with
respect to time, the following dynamic system is obtained:
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

For ease of notation, the lower-case letters in Equations (4) through (8)
). Here, a represents the share
represent proportional rates of growth (i.e.
of export revenue in total foreign currency receipts. In Equation (7) note that
y* represents the theoretical BOP-constrained rate of growth for the home
country. It is represented as a function of the PED and IED of exports and
"     '  '      " ]     
@  %/^ ! " " '  '  
rate of growth: the ratio of the growth rate of exports to the IED of imports.
<      "  "    ""      " 
form, which is thought to be valid for the long run: no external debt (a=1) and
purchasing power parity (p – p* – e = 0).
We can now discuss how BPC growth theory is germane to this study.
The brief time frame used here is unlikely to be able to match actual growth
rates with those predicted by (8). That said, the question of export performance
and import/export elasticities in general is crucial to an understanding of the
intrinsic factors behind output and productivity convergence in both SEA-7
and CEE-8. The industrialization of the former group has been built on EOI
strategies that have provided incentives to raise competitiveness through investments in human and physical capital stocks, as well as technology and
innovation. While economic reforms in the CEE-8 were originally intended to
restore macroeconomic stability during the transition period, the structural reforms these economies undertook to join the EU (excl. FYR Macedonia) were
intended to prepare their economies for a trade and customs union with 15
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highly developed economies, so the same incentives to export and pressure to
compete apply. The theoretical literature emphasizes the necessity for economies to satisfy both domestic and foreign demand in order to ensure long-term
economic growth.
The estimation model used in this study looks at the evolution of import/
export IED over a sixteen-year period split into four four-year intervals, and
attempts to link changes in these metrics with structural changes within the
economies in order to draw conclusions on competitiveness and productivity.
This becomes especially necessary as an analysis of total factor productivity
(TFP) convergence is outside the scope of this paper: as yet, there is no statistical database with cross-country TFP data, given the widely varying approaches
to its estimation and the lack of uniform data availability (at the industry-level,
rather than at the macro-level) in several countries5.

III. Estimation Methodology and Data
      
+    "    >   
  '    
"   ' "  "     "   '%J'>t is the
standard deviation of the log of per capita income for a sample of countries at
time t>   @'>t>t+T.
~    ?   '  ^tion, which appears in Engelbrecht and Kelsen (1999):
(10)
where Yi,t,t + T= log(yi,t+T/yi,t)/T, or the annualized rate of growth of real per
"XO'    i over a time interval beginning at t and ending at
t+T. Log(Yi,t) ' "  "XO'    i and b =
(1 – e )/T ?    '   %+" ' 
'  'log(Yi,t) indicates divergence. As noted previously, the
regressions are run with a combined sample of CEE-8 and IND-5 economies
and a second sample of SEA-7 and IND-5 economies. It should be noted that
      'b as estimated via linear regression
     "" & ' ?6. The regressions are run for four5 Reviews and criticisms of various TFP estimation methods can be found in Bosworth & Collins (2003).
6 While Sala-i-Martin (1996) uses a non-linear least squares estimation method to derive the appropriate
   ' &J   ' '     
samples. Engelbrecht and Kelsen(1999) make use of this estimation method, as do Onwuka et al.
(2006).
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year intervals (T=4) over the period 1992-2007, in order to provide a smooth'' ' & ]  %#"  
of four time periods for each country in the sample. Per capita income data is
provided by the United Nations Statistics Division, and is measured in 1990
US dollar-denominated prices.
#      ?       '   "  
factors that explain differences in steady-state levels. Thus, the estimation
^    "      '!
added vector of control variables, X:
(11)
Here, FDIi,t-1 represents the average annualized growth of foreign direct investment stock (calculated through log difference, as with the dependent variable)
lagged one year to avoid simultaneity bias. We expect this variable to have a
positive effect on growth. The control variables are also lagged one year for
the same reason. The ones we shall be including are:
(a) Human Capital: we use data for the gross enrollment ratio in secondary school programs (men and women, as a proportion of school-age children)
as a proxy measure for human capital. For a given level of initial per capita
income, we expect a higher education level to increase the steady-state level
of income, as workers are become better suited to adopting new production
methods, technology, and ideas. The data for this measure was gathered from
the statistical databases of the OECD, the World Bank’s World Development
Indicators (WDI), UNESCO, and the Asian Development Bank (ADB).
&! ~" "   ' XO
proxy for this measure, given the link between savings and investment in the
neoclassical model of growth for a closed economy. The use of selective industrial policy in SEA-7 and the use of EU structural funds for the development of infrastructure and institutions in CEE-8 justify its consideration as an
"    ' %~@"   ' 
 &" %#    'X V@ "V  
  '  "   @"  & ~  * 
International Monetary Fund; the data is provided by the WDI database.
 !+    " XO  #& &/J
policies and the rapid industrialization of the Tiger economies were part of a
rapid decline in the contribution of output towards agriculture, with labor and
capital shifting towards higher value-added manufacturing. While the bulk of
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/+  & <   "   ] 
only small changes in the ratio, it may still be of importance for CEE-8 economies, which now have a much larger market for agricultural produce, thanks to
access to EU-15 markets and participation in the Common Agricultural Policy
(CAP). Nonetheless, due to the low value-added nature of agricultural production (price-distorting effects of farming subsidies and quotas notwithstanding),
 @"   '     &   & % O  "   
through the WDI database on a value-added basis.
 !J   " XO  #  " @ '   ization, as it includes all forms of manufacturing, including low value-added,
labor-intensive products such as textiles, and high-technology, capital intensive goods such as electronics and heavy industry goods such as automotives.
~@"   '  "  "  ity implied in manufacturing operations should have a positive effect on the
steady-state level of income. Data is provided by the WDI on a value-added
basis.
!   " XO  #  '@  
the economic structure within an economy has been moving towards the tertiary stages of production (distribution, marketing, business services, etc.). In
     &  '      " ] er skills levels within the economy. Singapore is one such example: its solid
manufacturing base has created clustered externalities in the form of polytechnic institutes, research, and development laboratories and market intelligence
consultancies. Higher living standards and a stronger institutional structure
     " '&       
 %     '      ' 
to be the highest-value added activity within an economy. While the validity
of this is debatable with regards to tourism-based economies, there are few if
any economies in the sample that match that description. Data is provided by
the WDI on a value-added basis.
(f) Openness: We use the ratio of total import and export value to nominal
XO    "%~  " '    ' 
more precise measures (such as the average tariff rate, calculated as the pro"   ' ''  " !  '   &  
available, are not uniformly calculated across all economies or exclude other
measures of protection (non-tariff barriers such as import quotas, voluntary ex"    %!%#   XO  " "  '  "ness, despite its obvious limitations. Emerging economies that feature relative
openness to trade are thought to become more competitive and productive over
time, due to the greater feasibility of specializing in their comparative advan-
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tages and ability to import technologies and practices from more developed
  %     "    '  
can expect greater openness to have a positive effect on the steady-state level
of income. It should be noted however that there is some evidence to suggest
that greater openness is linked more directly to greater investment (through
VOJ' @"! "   "    XO 
  "  &     '"   7. To
mitigate the problem, I will later attempt to link the variable with BPC theory.
Data is provided by the statistical database of the World Trade Organization
(WTO).
(g) Participation in Regional Trading Arrangements: This is a dummy
variable that represents whether or not the economy in question is part of a
regional free trade agreement (FTA). This does not apply to bilateral FTAs as
  & '   ''  '   '  
can be many within a single country) on growth. For the purpose of this study,
we are more interested in examining the effects of multi-country FTAs in creating patterns of specialization within emerging economies and thus assisting
the development and implementation of higher-productivity manufacturing or
    "   %~ ' @" "   'cient for this variable. The main FTAs to consider here are NAFTA, which applies to the United States and Canada, and the European Common Market. The
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which includes all SEA-7
 @ %[     +/+<G!&  wards harmonizing tariff and non-tariff barriers and customs procedures for
     ] & & '    V#+ %
          
As mentioned previously, BPC theory will be applied to estimate shifts in
the IED of exports and imports for the two regions for the 1992-2007 period.
By doing this, I hope to provide empirical backing for the insights provided
by evolutionary economic theory, which emphasizes the role of political institutions, structural rigidities, and trade relationships in determining growth
in developing economies8. The estimation equations used are adapted from
Cimoli, et al. (2009):
(12)
where m is the growth rate of imports, rert is the growth rate of the real ex7 See Levine and Renelt (1992) for a more detailed analysis of this issue.
8 See Taylor (2004) for an in-depth discussion of these theories.
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change rate, yt      '  XO% #  "  "  
by c, with et representing a normally distributed error term. As with (2), the
' /O '"  J/O '" %#   
been collected from the statistical database of the World Trade Organization
(WTO), while RER calculations were performed on exchange rate and price
level data from the UN Statistics Division and the IMF World Economic Outlook Database (WEO). RER was calculated with the following formula:
(13)
where e is the nominal exchange rate of the foreign currency in terms of units
of the home currency, P is the home-country price level and P* is the foreign
country price level, which is denoted as the United States. We assume that
    "       &  "" 
exist. In this formula, an increase in e represents depreciation of the home currency. The estimation equation for PED and IED of exports is shown below:
(14)
where x is the export growth rate, zt is the growth rate of rest-of-world real in ! '  " "     '  
/O!' @"   " J/O '@" %    
over four-year intervals for the 1992-2007 period, providing an estimate for
the PED and IED of imports and exports for each region and for each time
period. The CEE-8 and SEA-7 samples are regressed separately and the IND-5
"@   '      "   "  '
J/O '  ] %J  &       '}  
be a weighted average of the major trading partners for each region, but given
  '"       '      !
 "  '  '  XO %# 
provided by the UN Statistics Division. After completing the regressions, the
'  "    " @& %
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Figure 1: Convergence Quadrants Diagram

#   'J/O '@"  ! J/O '" !"    } 
axis, while the ratio of the region’s output growth rate (y) to the world output
growth rate (z) is plotted on the vertical axis. Four convergence scenarios can
 &  %# ^ + " " '  "  
for each region, as it represents a range of economic outcomes in which the
convergence rate is deemed sustainable. This is because the ratio of regional to
world growth rates is higher than unity and greater than or equal to the regional
export IED to import IED ratio (or more simply,  / > 1). This implies
that the current account (CA) position is either in equilibrium or showing a
surplus. Thus, the region’s economy is not BOP-constrained and for the time
period in consideration, is not at risk of a costly re-adjustment down the line.
Similarly, unsustainable convergence occurs at (B), where the growth of
the region relative to the rest of the world occurs along with an elasticity ratio
less than unity. It suggests that growth is being fueled by import consump   @" " '  %# &@"    y/z > 1.
           ^&  &     &
denominated in their own currency. For the most part, developing countries
with thin capital markets are unable to do so and must take on debt denominated in foreign currencies. The subsequent need to hedge against exchange
]       '  
such as forward contracts. For developing economies, the transaction costs of
  &  & '     " 
to accept a nominal sum of the domestic currency if there is little prospect of
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investing the money in an interest-bearing asset denominated in that currency9.
Thus convergence can be unsustainable if economies are susceptible to a credit
crunch where overseas lenders refuse to make new loans. The speculative attacks on Asian currencies that triggered the AFC can be seen as a failure to appropriately hedge against such risks, especially in the face of mounting current
      %
Z&     !  y/z% 
elasticity ratio is lower than the relative rates of growth, both of which are
lower than unity. This is the least preferable of all the four outcomes, as even
import consumption cannot fuel growth and convergence, as it can at (B).
At (D), we have a scenario in which the elasticity ratio outstrips the relative
growth ratio, or more simply, the economy does not grow as fast as the rest of
the world, but manages to keep the CA balanced or in surplus. This is denoted
by y/z %

IV. Estimation Results
#&(  ' >   ' //J<OQ
/+$J<OQ  & " '   %
 




Year
>/+$

>//

Combined sample

1992
%$G
%G)
1.45


1997
%QQ
%Q
1.31

2002
%Q
%)$
1.31

2007
%QG
)%$
1.23

# >        ' 
all regions (barring one instance for SEA-7 in 2002), CEE-8 has been converging considerably faster to the levels of the IND-5. The increase in divergence shown for SEA in 2002 can be explained by the lingering effects of the
Asian Financial Crisis, which had its most deleterious impact on Indonesia, a
country with over 200m people, which is nearly as much as the entire CEE-8
population10. It should be clear that the above table only shows a snapshot of
economic performance for a single period. The divergence of 2002 was also
linked to the downturn in regional exports following the September 11 attacks
and the Bali bombings in the following year (ADB, 2003).
To see how the data matches up with overall growth convergence results,
9 This is known as the ‘original sin’ problem and is discussed in greater detail in Eichengreen and
Hausman (1999).
) V " "  ' "  >' /+$' %
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         '      ?   % #  
presented below.
      

   
   Q
   )
< # "  &    '"  "XO  '    "     &  
''  %V "      %(   & #+#+'  X 
are not bounded between 0 and 1 and thus do not provide a measure of the variation of the dependent variable accounted
for by the model.

X  &  "    ' ""  
and techniques, four different types of estimation are recorded here. Column
(1) shows the results obtained using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation.
 (!   'X } ^ X! 
which helps account for cross-sectional heteroskedasticity and time-wise au
 % G! "X &  ''  '
    &     '   "  @ '' 
  ''  "   '  % !" ' Xmation using both country dummies and time dummies. The latter is applied
  "  '"         turns. While this was the original intention of regressing the data on four-year
cycles, the relatively short time frame used in the study might risk overestimating the effect of unique events such as the Asian Financial Crisis, thus creating
a need for the time dummy.
~ X   "      
'  "  & '"  "XO!        XO! XO!
#O!   "          ?    
' @%# ' "  & ] 
would expect of the neo-classical model: growth is higher when the economy
is further away from its steady state, i.e. when output is lower. The ‘Joint
F-Statistic’ rows show that the dummy variables in (3) and (4) are jointly sig-
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  & :'    %#   " 
      @"      ?     
     
economies with similar steady states. For the time being however, we will
postpone discussion of the implications of these results until after the conditional convergence and trade elasticity estimations have been carried out.
Below are the results for CEE-8.
       

   
   Q
   )
< # "  &    '"  "XO  '    "  
calculated by log difference. Figures in parentheses denote standard errors. R2 values as calculated by
#+#+'  X   &   &)    "    '
the variation of the dependent variable accounted for by the model.

~   '  ?    %#"  &@"   & XO!
     %+/+$   '
country and time dummies results in a marked increase in the speed of convergence (9 per cent as opposed to 0.7 per cent).
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   Q
   )
< # "  &    '"  "XO  '    "  
calculated by log difference. Figures in parentheses denote standard errors. R2 values as calculated by
#+#+'  X   &   &)    "    '
the variation of the dependent variable accounted for by the model.

< +   XO & "" ! (!   
XO "" !     %#    G! !
are drastically different from those in (1) and (2), though it should be noted
 "  & '        %*    ' //%
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< # "  &    '"  "XO  '    "     &  
''  %V "      %(   & #+#+'  X 
are not bounded between 0 and 1 and thus do not provide a measure of the variation of the dependent variable accounted
for by the model.

<   XO & "" ! (!     '  XO & "" G! !' 
same reason. In both the SEA-7 and CEE-8 regressions, there is only a very
slight difference between the estimates for standard errors reported by OLS
 X %
The results of the BPC regressions are outlined below in term of import
and export IED.
 #  $  %&'( &)*
Period
SEA-7
CEE-8

1992-1995
2.42*
2.42*

1996-1999
0.89**
1.36*

2000-2003
1.59*
4.03*

2004-2007
2.45*
3.75*
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Period
SEA-7
CEE-8

   $  %+(
1992-1995
1996-1999
7.07*
2.66*
4.70*
1.29**

&),
2000-2003
1.60***
6.85*
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2004-2007
3.86*
5.59*

< +    '     "  &%+"" @+' '
set of regression results.

V. Explanation of Results
      
#    "   '  >         
?      &       &      
club’ of sorts, somewhat like the OECD in the sense that the gulf in per capita
income growth is narrowing rapidly and that the economies are shifting towards the same steady state. It should be said, however, that the explanatory
power of this metric in terms of gauging parity in regional standards of living
is limited by the fact that the dispersion of per capita income is calculated directly, without accounting for the population differences between them. This
is consistent with the methods used in other studies (Onwuka, et al., 2006
and Engelbrecht and Kelsen, 1999). Using the population-weighted measure
might be biased downwards with regards to SEA-7 given the high population and low development level of Indonesia relative to Korea and Singapore,
and upwards in CEE-8, since the relatively low population of poorer countries
like FYR Macedonia would provide disproportionate weight to more heavily
populated and developed countries like Poland and Hungary.
#    ?      "     '   
&   "   % V  /+$     "     '
  (%$"  "   '  '   "  @ 
'' %"  "   '  '    "  
@ '' !%V //      (%$" " 
 &'    "  @ ''     
at 9.5 percent and 9 percent after they are. The fact that the second measure is
  '      &@" & " &
 &  "  ''   '   
a downward bias on convergence estimates in instances where such effects
are excluded from the regression (Caselli et al., 1996). An additional explana "   O    $!   "  
"   '"  "XO        ''   
to substitution bias in the price levels of the economies considered. Whether
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or not convergence estimates overshoot or undershoot their actual values depend on whether reported prices correspond to relatively rich or relatively poor
countries. It should also be noted that the risk of simultaneity bias is higher in
this estimation than in comparable studies because the dependent variables are
lagged one year, compared to four or more years in other studies. Due to the
relatively brief time frame considered here, the implementation of longer lags
was not feasible.
The use of country and time dummies makes the meaning of the obtained
 & %V @"/+$XO! 
convergence rate of 12.7 per cent suggests that the dispersion of per capita in& "" @  '   "
of the rapid growth of the Singaporean and Korean economies, seems unlikely
for the entire sample. The use of country dummy variables makes this direct
interpretation even less convincing as it proxies for the differences of production functions across economies and thus may in fact be suggesting the rate
at which the economies are converging towards their individual steady states,
rather than the income levels of their more developed counterparts.
     
Do the IED estimations provide further insight into this particular issue?
Tables F.1 and F.2 show how export and import IED have been changing for
each region over the time period in question. It is economically intuitive that
if the IED for imports is greater than unity (which tends to be the case for
most countries) and there are no matching increases in price competitiveness,
equal rates of growth for imports and exports for the home country will create
* '    &  "'
contractionary policies. This was the case with the structural adjustment programs put into place throughout the region after the AFC. In fact, if the IED of
imports exceeds unity, then the rate of growth of exports must be higher than
that of home income if the BOP constraint is to be avoided. Figure X.3 plots
     !   '  }!
form shown in the schematic convergence matrix in Fig. 1.
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This shows that SEA-7 has been gradually moving into the ‘sustainable convergence’ range since 1999. This is not surprising, given the persistent current
account surpluses and resultant accumulation of foreign exchange that occurred after the crisis waned (See Appendices 2 and 3 for data tables on trade
surpluses and exchange reserves). What we can infer about the direction of
future growth is that it is unlikely to be BOP-constrained in the classical sense,
where output growth is limited by access to overseas credit and the ability of
    @  &%#?      VOJ    "  "      
performance. We discuss the implications of these results in the following section.
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Turning now to the CEE-8, we see the region very well placed to avoid BOPconstraints in the future. The latest data (“04-07”) show that the regional
growth rate relative to the global growth rate is roughly similar to SEA-7 as
is the export/import elasticity ratio. In terms of overall improvement over the
1992-2007 period however, CEE-8 has performed tremendously well since the
beginning of the ‘shock therapy’ reforms of the early 1990s, when it appeared
 & " &   % ?    gressions allows us to link the strong performance of its economies to a structural shift away from agricultural production towards the higher-productivity
tertiary sector. It can also be seen that being part of the European common
market has had a positive impact on per capita income growth. As with SEA-7,
  "   ' '    %

VI. Linking the Data to Structural Change and Evolutionary
Theories of Growth
As we have seen, the Asian economic recovery and the enduring success
of the European transitional reforms can be attributed in part to strong export
performance. We have also noted the role of future competitiveness in sustaining high rates of growth. This raises the question of whether emerging economies must continuously run trade surpluses (and hence reduce their potential
living standards by consuming less than they produce) in order to converge to
the income levels of wealthier countries. While there is evidence of this occurring in now-industrialized economies such as Japan or Hong Kong SAR, it is a
far less realistic proposition for other economies which need to import capital
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and technologies from rich nations in order to grow. It is especially unlikely
that the next economy to converge to rich-country income levels will be able to
avail the protectionist measures used by the Asian tiger economies between the
$) )%X &}  '     "" @  of) are facts of life for developing economies today and can impact growth
prospects positively, as we are observing in China with respect to manufactured goods, or negatively, as with developing countries with large agricultural
sectors (where local produce may struggle to compete with imports from countries that subsidize farm output). While BPC theories do not explicitly support
protectionist measures, there is evidence to suggest that growth policies that
 ' *    &' "     &
and Thirlwall, 1994)11.
The problem of sustainability is even more pronounced when considering the source of growth for many newly industrialized economies (NIEs)12:
factor inputs, and little else. Solow (1957) calculated that over 80 percent of
US growth between 1909 and 1949 resulted from technological change, with
the remainder from changes in factor inputs. This stands in stark contrast with
the evidence provided in Young (1994, 1995) that suggests that the Asian NIEs
grew primarily through large, non-reproducible increases in factors such as
labor force participation, attainment of secondary-level education and invest" "   'XO%      '  
productivity growth (the A in the production function in equation (1), which,
as mentioned, is also referred to as the Solow residual or the technology pa  '  £   &   ture) in the NIEs was almost nil after accounting for population growth, and
the shift of labor from agriculture to manufacturing.
Therefore, the formulation of a framework of sustainable growth policies
suitable for open, liberalized economies cannot rely solely on the theoretical
foundations of demand- and supply-side approaches. An overall development
policy must also include the contributions of evolutionary economic theory
that considers the importance of structural factors such as domestic institutions and trade relationships in order to explain why and how economies adapt
to changing circumstances in order to become more productive and increase
11 The authors note that such policies are likely to result in a spiral of retaliatory measures, reducing the
net gain for the protectionist economy. They maintain however that some method of lowering the
" J/O &        @  '    
the accumulation of factor supplies necessary to increase the capacity growth rate. The policy is
argued to be the least-worst alternative for an economy positioned at the Unsustainable Divergence
quadrant in the convergence matrix, where growth is fueled by import consumption (McCombie and
Thirlwall, p. 452).
12 In this context, NIEs refer to the four Asian tiger economies. The term is also frequently used to
 &  '        * }  + &%
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growth. This approach is especially applicable to CEE-8: the conditional convergence regressions suggest that diminishing returns to capital investment
may already have set in. Additionally, while the shift of labor towards services
has assisted income convergence, TFP may decrease in this sector as it did
in East Asia if the shift is not matched by similar increases in competiveness
   %  ())(!    " ' " 'ciency’ in explaining positive structural changes in manufacturing and service
industries.
#  ''         ' 
and a shift in the qualitative structure of the economic system towards a production frontier conducive to future innovation-driven expansion. Peneder
   ''   ' ^   ' 
technology-driven secondary and tertiary sectors where the propensity to generate positive sector-wide externalities is higher. Thus, while this analysis sug//& ' ' '      
lesser extent) manufacturing, the long-term gains may not hold if, for instance,
the sector composition is weighted more towards fairly low-productivity business process outsourcing activities such as accounting rather than innovationdriven areas such as medical or industrial research and development.
# "" &  /+$ VOJ] 
&   "    !"   
convergence. While manufactured exports remain the driver of growth in
emerging East Asia, rising cost competition from economies such as China
 '&&   'VOJ      ! 
the nascent industrial sector of India means that the region’s economies must
increasingly focus on more value-added activities. In his analysis of developing country manufactured exports, Lall (2000) shows that technology-intensive products create externalities such as attracting higher quality and bettertargeted FDI and incentivizing the development of specialized polytechnic
   "    '   "   ply building more universities). Manufactured exports with higher technology
content levels grow faster than other product categories, and over time allow
economies to gain a higher share of global exports, a crucial point for economies looking to avoid the BOP constraint without resorting to trade barriers.
The table below provides some evidence for this point by noting the high correlation between each region’s high-technology exports and their share of the
world’s exports over the 1992-2007 period.
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    %34 4  56%7
Exports to Market Share of Global exports

SEA-7 High-Technology Exports
CEE-8 High-Technology Exports

Market Share of World Exports
0.8705*
0.8745*

< +            &   "   &%     @" 
shares and global export shares are calculated as simple averages of country-level data within the sample. The data is
provided by the World Bank WDI and the WTO.

Have the two regions shown convergence with high-income countries
with regards to productivity growth and rates of technological diffusion? There
is evidence to suggest that increased absorptive capacity in both regions was
related to increasing trade openness in the last 15 years (World Bank, 2008,
p. 13), which encourages greater competitiveness among domestic producers.
    " "     '' 
on income growth, let us discuss this point further. The neoliberal school of
economics promotes trade openness as the driver of competitiveness and innovation, but this theory encounters problems when applied to economies with
commodity-intensive export portfolios that tend to experience declining terms
of trade over time. While the bulk of exports in our country sample consists
of manufactured goods, it should be remembered that smaller economies like
Vietnam (Can be spelled either way, preferred one word in western culture) and
even fairly large ones like Thailand are major exporters of agricultural staples.
~    ""  & & /+ //
    "  '    ^    '
economies within our sample. The continuing deadlock over agricultural subsidies at the Doha round of WTO talks could have a proportionately larger impact on openness and export performance in these economies than any breakthroughs in lowering industrial tariffs. While agriculture is normally dismissed
as a low-productivity activity, investment in productivity-raising technologies
such as high-yield crop varieties and fertilizer manufacturing cannot occur
without a trade system that does not incentivize producers. However, with
regards to non-resource intensive economies, we can say with some certainty
 "    '   "   ]   
protection and incentives geared towards the external market (Dollar, 1992).
" && ' //  '''  
to the Eurozone has helped reduce the income gap (excl. FYR Macedonia).
McCombie and Thirlwall (1994) note that membership in a customs union
"    '"   "  ] 
economy’s comparative advantage. They warn that there are likely to be con-
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siderable factor reallocation adjustment costs for economies with historically
high levels of protection; given that EU membership gives the majority of
the CEE-8 entry into a club of highly competitive economies, the elimination
of tariff barriers could create problematic trade imbalances before productivity levels in the accession economies catch up. Damijan et al. (2008) provide
evidence that the region has held up remarkably well in terms of export performance: by distinguishing between market access and supply capacity, the
  @"  ":     &   
the technological diffusion effect of FDI and the exploitation of low labor
costs relative to the EU-15.
Changes in the traditional channels of technology diffusion have reduced
the constraints on their availability and use. Half a century ago, the main drivers of productivity growth were complex, wide-scale infrastructure projects
such as transportation and communication networks, healthcare and education.
Due to the high cost and risks associated with such initiatives, the onus to implement them was on the national government, whose actions might have been
  &  '&  ' " : %<  " &
base of infrastructure has been developed in both regions, the determinants of
marginal productivity gains come through products such as the Internet, cel "   "    ]     
overseas training and subsequent technology transfers to the home country).
This structural shift has created a greater role for private capital and private
economic agents who can operate within a less rigid and more allocatively
'      &     
initiatives to raise TFP.
V   //"       "     *: &     [ 
(2009), where TFP in both manufacturing and services has seen impressive
gains in the past 15 years and are converging towards levels seen in the Eurozone. They note however that tertiary sector productivity growth has been
 "    ' '        "  
     ' ]   " "    
and ignoring the increase of factor inputs in the sector. The growth of FDI in
the region that occurred through the deepening of common market integration
""  & '   " sured through regional educational achievement rates has the greatest impact
on tertiary sector productivity.
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VII. Conclusion
This study attempts to combine supply-side and demand-side theories of
growth of in order to explain the source of income convergence in the emerging economies of Europe and East Asia. Classical convergence methods are
supplemented by a secondary model that estimates changes in trade elasticities
and thereby provides insight into the long-term competitiveness of the econ  & @ &  '   %J @tence of convergence has been matched by sustained improvements in trade
performance, technological diffusion, and total factor productivity. Addition J VOJ]     "&"   
of convergence in emerging East Asia, while openness, EU membership, and
'    "   "    &'  
Europe. I concede, however, that the analysis is not comprehensive in the least;
the estimation models may be likely to suffer from simultaneity bias, while the
BPC models cover too few periods to exhibit a full picture of structural shifts
  ]     "%+  @  '
@"      &'     ' " '
in total factor productivity; as that is beyond the scope of this paper, I have
relied on outside evidence to argue my points. Nonetheless, while the numeri  '  '   & "  & 
 "   J'       '"   
suggested in my results. Not only have the two regions performed remarkably
 ' '     ""  &    
future prospects by making optimal choices in productivity investments and
liberalized trade regimes, both of which have been found to be conducive to
the further reduction of the income gap.
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